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OBJECTIVES: The decision tree underlying current practice guidelines for post polypectomy surveillance relies on risk
stratification based on predictive attributes gleaned from adenomas removed on screening colonoscopy examination. Our
primary aim was to estimate the magnitude of association between baseline adenoma attributes and the risk of adenoma
recurrence and invasive colorectal adenocarcinoma (CRC). Our secondary aims were to estimate the adenoma detection rate
(ADR) of surveillance compared with screening colonoscopies and describe time trends in preventive colonoscopy utilization.
METHODS: We used prospective analyses of retrospectively collected clinical data from electronic health records. A cohort of
primary care patients eligible for colorectal cancer screening was assembled encompassing 110,452 subjects, of which 3,300
had adenomas removed on screening examination. Of those patients who had a follow-up surveillance colonoscopy (defined as
a patient with a documented adenoma on prior colonoscopy) recorded during the study period, 537 had a recurrent adenoma.
RESULTS: Of those recurrent adenomas, 354 had a high-risk attributes. High-risk attributes were described at 43 adenomas, at
least one adenoma 410 mm in size, high-grade dysplasia, or villous features. The risk of developing invasive CRC among post
polypectomy patients was significantly higher if the baseline adenomas displayed any of the following attributes: more
numerous than 3 (4.3-fold higher risk, 95% confidence interval (CI) low, high 1.4, 12.9), larger than 10 mm in size (5.2-fold higher
risk, 95% CI low, high 1.8, 15.1), high-grade dysplasia (13.2-fold risk, 95% CI low, high 2.8, 62.1), or villous features (7.4-fold higher
risk, 95% CI low, high 2.5, 21.5). These attributes combined added a net value of 22.8% to the probability of correctly predicting
CRC. There was a threefold increase in surveillance utilization relative to screening from 2005 to 2011. The ADR of surveillance
(34.1%) was 1.5-fold higher than that of screening (23.1%).
CONCLUSIONS: These results emphasize the need to mitigate excessive risk by performing timely surveillance colonoscopies in
patients with baseline adenomas displaying high-risk attributes as recommended in practice guidelines.
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INTRODUCTION

Colonoscopy with polypectomy has been used as the first-line
modality for colorectal cancer (CRC) prevention at Geisinger
Health System (GHS) and many other provider systems in the
developed world for well over a decade.1–7 Adenomatous
polyps can be identified in 20–40% of patients undergoing
screening colonoscopy,8 and their occurrence is associated
with increased risk of CRC.9–14 Even when all visible baseline
adenomas are completely removed by polypectomy, the risk
of future recurrence of metachronous adenomas remains,15

and the patient is in need of periodic surveillance examina-
tions.16 There are four attributes of the baseline adenomatous
polyp for which there is evidence of strong effects on the risk of
recurrence, namely the number (Z3) and size (Z10 mm) of
adenomas, and the presence of high-grade dysplasia or
villous morphology.3,5,17

Timing of recall surveillance colonoscopy examinations is
based on a decision rule that incorporates information on

these four high-risk attributes of baseline lesions,18 as set
forth in published3,5,17 and revised2 practice guidelines for
surveillance colonoscopy. Briefly, the American College of
Gastroenterology practice guidelines dictates the following
surveillance intervals in patients with baseline average risk.

The presence of 1–2 small (o10 mm) tubular adenomas

requires a 5- to 10-year recall. If there are 3–10 adenomas,

adenomas 410 mm, villous adenoma, adenomas high-grade

dysplasia, or serrated lesions, recommended surveillance

intervals are 3 years. In patients with 410 tubular adenomas

or serrated polyposis syndrome, recall exam is suggested in

o3 and 1 years, respectively.2 Use of these 4 features is

instrumental in determining what time interval between repeat

surveillance examinations will provide sufficient mitigation of

interval CRC risk without exposing the patient to excessive

cost and procedural risk associated with overly intensive

surveillance regimens.5,7,8,19–23 Yet, the authors of the

guideline point out a need for more evidence to add precision
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to the magnitude of effect estimates used in the guideline’s
underlying decision rule.2

This study aims to contribute such evidence for the next
iteration of the guideline’s updating cycle. We used prospec-
tive analyses of retrospectively collected data to estimate the
strength of associations between baseline adenoma attri-
butes and the risk of adenoma recurrence and invasive CRC.
We also estimated the adenoma detection rate (ADR) of
surveillance and screening colonoscopy, thereby contributing
data for the formation of quality benchmarks. Finally, we
described a time trend in colonoscopy utilization.

METHODS

Setting. GHS is a not-for-profit integrated health-
care organization providing primary, specialty and tertiary
health-care services to residents of 31 counties in central
and northeastern PA. Facilities relevant to this study
included 42 community-based primary care clinics, 6 gastro-
intestinal endoscopy platforms and an anatomic pathology
center. GHS maintains a proactive CRC prevention
program in which colonoscopy is offered to all age-eligible
subjects during primary care visits, as well as via mail,
telephone and public awareness campaigns. This study was
deemed minimal risk human subjects research using
previously collected data and approved by the Geisinger
Institutional Review Board on 16 May 2011 (protocol no.
2011-0198).

Study design. The denominator population included
110,452 primary care patients of an integrated health-care
organization in central and northeastern Pennsylvania who

were age-eligible for screening colonoscopy (50þ years of
age) between 1 January 2004 and 31 March 2011, of which
34,254 underwent Z1 colonoscopies. There were 8,619
patients excluded as their indication for the ‘‘screening’’
examination was for signs or symptoms of underlying
pathology (iron deficiency anemia, gastrointestinal
bleeding, diarrhea, etc.). There were then 25,635 patients
included in the study that had a true ‘‘screening’’ examination
(Figure 1). Nested within the denominator of patients who
had a screening colonoscopy was the post polypectomy
cohort, which included all patients with pathology-verified
adenomas removed at screening colonoscopy (N¼ 3,300).
Denominator cohort inclusion: (i) age Z50 years old
on the cohort entry date; (ii) at least 1 encounter at a
GHS primary care office in 1 of 42 community-based
practice sites for any chief complaint or well visit; (iii)
at least 2 encounters on record with GHS providers
between 1 January 2004 and 31 March 2011, which
included the above-stated primary care visit and (iv) did not
have (as of the cohort entry date) a record of previous
colonoscopy or prior diagnosis of CRC or colonic polyps in
the proceeding 8 years. Post polypectomy subcohort inclu-
sion: (i) met criteria for inclusion in the denominator cohort;
(ii) had a screening colonoscopy; and (iii) had at least 1
pathology-verified adenoma diagnosed at that screening
colonoscopy.
Temporal definitions. The denominator cohort entry date
was defined as the first encounter on record between
1 January 2004 and 31 March 2011. The exit date was
defined as the earliest of the following: (i) death and (ii)
loss to follow-up (i.e., 365 days without an encounter). An
encounter includes any activity in the electronic health record
(EHR), which includes, but is not limited to medication refills,
patient communication in any aspect of the medical record,
clinic, laboratory, or ancillary service visit; (iii) first diagnosis
of invasive colorectal adenocarcinoma; or (iv) administrative
censoring on 31 March 2011. For patients included in the
post polypectomy subcohort, follow-up began 1 day after
baseline (baseline was defined as the date of the screening
colonoscopy) and ended on the exit date.

Data collection
EHR data review. GHS has used EpicCare (Epic Corpora-
tion, Verona, WI) since 2001 as its central EHR platform.
Two other specialized EHR systems are relevant: (1)
ProVation (ProVation Medical, Minneapolis, MN), serving
the Endoscopy Centers; and (2) CoPathPlus (Sunquest
Information Systems, Tucson, AZ), serving the Anatomic
Pathology Laboratory. All predictor and outcome variables
for this study were retrieved from the EHR. Text parsing of
colonoscopy and pathology notes was performed using a
PERL Regular Expression-based text parser implemented in
SAS 9.3 for Windows (SAS Institute, Cary, NC), similar to
that used by Hinchcliff et al.24

Endoscopy utilization. The total number of colonoscopies
was evaluated by the above data collection parameters.
A review of available endoscopy time slots was accom-
plished by evaluating the allotted monthly number of
staffed endoscopy time slots and the actual number of
cases performed during that time period. This utilization

Figure 1 Colonoscopies according to clinical indication. The clinical indication for
each of the 25,635 preventative maintenance colonoscopies was ascertained. The
indications were classified into average risk screening, elevated risk screening, and
surveillance examinations. Average risk screening was defined as a person who did
not have symptoms, or had a family history of colorectal cancer in only one first-
degree relative older than 60 years of age. Elevated risk screening was defined as an
asymptomatic person who had a family history of one first-degree relative diagnosed
with colorectal cancer at age 60 years or younger or who had two first-degree relatives
diagnosed with colorectal cancer at any age.
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data was reviewed for the time course during which the data
was collected.

Study variables. Clinical indication was ascertained from
the colonoscopy report and classified into the following
mutually exclusive categories: (i) screening (average risk);
(ii) screening (elevated risk); (iii) post polypectomy surveil-
lance; (iv) signs and symptoms (i.e., workup for iron
deficiency anemia, rectal bleeding, heme positive stool,
etc.); or (v) inflammatory bowel disease (IBD; follow-up
examination of subjects with pre-existing diagnosis of IBD).
Average risk screening was defined as a person who did
not have symptoms or had a family history of colorectal
cancer in only 1 first-degree relative older than 60 years of
age. Elevated risk screening was defined as an asympto-
matic person who had a family history of 1 first-degree
relative diagnosed with colorectal cancer at age 60 years or
younger or who had 2 first-degree relatives diagnosed with
colorectal cancer at any age.
Prevention colonoscopies were defined as those performed
on asymptomatic subjects for clinical indications of ‘‘screen-
ing’’ or ‘‘surveillance’’.
Lesion type was ascertained from the pathology report and
classified into the following mutually exclusive categories:
(i) invasive adenocarcinoma; (ii) adenoma (any adenoma
including tubular, sessile, or flat). High-risk lesions including
villous changes and high-grade dysplasia are further sub-
caterogized as stated below; (iii) hyperplastic polyp; or (iv)
other findings (e.g., leiomyomas, ganglioneuroma, condy-
loma, melanosis coli, neurofibroma, lipoma, histiocytoma,
secondary tumors, findings consistent with inflammatory
etiology (active or inactive, infectious or IBD), findings
consistent with ischemic etiology, etc.
High-risk baseline adenoma attributes. Four dichotomous
variables (1 per attribute) were assessed per colonoscopy: (i)
multiplicity (positive if found Z3 adenomas); (ii) size (positive
if found Z1 adenoma of size Z10 mm); (iii) high-grade
dysplasia (positive if found Z1 adenoma exhibiting high-
grade dysplasia); and (iv) villous features (positive if found
Z1 adenoma exhibiting villous morphology).
Surveillance guidelines. The surveillance program was
based on the American College of Gastroenterology guide-
lines from that time period (2000). Once an adenoma was
detected in a patient with an average risk baseline, they were
placed in the following colonoscopy surveillance program.
Patients who had 1–2 small tubular adenomas with low-
grade dysplasia required a 5- to 10-year recall. Patients with
3–10 adenomas, an adenoma 410 mm, a villous adenoma,
or any polyp with high-grade dysplasia, required a 3-year
recall.25 Additional recommendations from the 2008 screen-
ing guidelines were added to our clinical practice. Patients
with 410 adenomas on an examination require a recall o3
years after initial polypectomy. Sessile adenomas that were
removed piecemeal required 2–6 months follow-up to verify
complete removal.3

Adenoma detection rate. The ADR is a calculated value
based on the number of total colonoscopies performed with
the detection of at least 1 adenoma divided by the total
number of colonoscopies performed for each indication (i.e.,
the ADR was calculated independently for screening and

surveillance colonoscopies). The ADR is based on individual
polyp data extracted from pathology notes for each colono-
scopy using the text parsing as stated above.
Smoking status was ascertained from the Epic Rooming Tool
(a tool designed by GHS using epic functionality to gather
specific information required by joint commission) and
dichotomized (ever vs. never).
History of IBD was coded as present if Z2 occurrences of
International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, (ICD-
9) codes 555.xx, 556.xx or 558.xx were found in the patient’s
electronic record.
Family history of cancer (any site) was ascertained from
the Epic Family History Questionnaire and coded as present
if the patient reported having Z1 first-degree or Z2 second-
degree relatives with any type of cancer. This variable repre-
sents history taken by the primary care provider, and was
used in multivariate analysis of the denominator cohort
(Table 1).
Family history of CRC was ascertained from the colonoscopy
note. This variable represents history taken by the endosco-
pist on the day of the procedure and was used in multivariate
analysis of the post polypectomy subcohort (Tables 2–4).
Family history defines ‘‘average risk screening’’ as a person
without a family history of colorectal cancer or a family history
of colorectal cancer in only 1 first-degree relative460 years of
age. Family history defines ‘‘elevated risk screening’’ as a
person who has a family history with at least 1 first-degree
relative diagnosed with colorectal cancer at age 60 years or
younger or who had 2 first-degree relatives diagnosed with
colorectal cancer at any age. Of note, the family history was
taken by patient recollection and the charts of the relatives
were not entered.
Body mass index (BMI) was calculated from the most recent
height and weight measurements taken on or before the
cohort entry date.
Colonoscopy uptake (Table 1) for each subject was a
dichotomous variable classified as ‘‘yes’’ if there was record
of Z1 colonoscopies between 1 January 2004 to 31 March
2011 and ‘‘no’’ if not.

Analytic procedures. All data operations and tests of
hypothesis were performed using SAS 9.3 for Windows
(SAS Institute). Logistic regression was used to estimate
odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals (CIs).
Association of colonoscopy uptake with age, sex, family
history (any cancer), IBD status, and BMI was tested using
multivariate logistic regression in the 110,452 subjects of the
denominator cohort (Table 1).
Association of baseline adenoma attributes with recurrent
adenoma and invasive colorectal adenocarcinoma was tested
using multivariate logistic regression in the 3,300 subjects of the
post polypectomy subcohort, adjusting for sex, smoking status,
family history (of CRC), and age (age at diagnosis of recurrent
adenoma or CRC, or age at the end of follow-up for patients
who did not have these outcomes; Table 3). Receiver operating
characteristic-area under the curve was used to evaluate
predictive performance and compare competing models as
previously described.26 The classifier in this analysis was a
logistic regression model that included the 4 adenoma
attributes (namely, the number (Z3) and size (Z10 mm) of
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adenomas, and the presence of high-grade dysplasia or villous
morphology) along with the covariates age, sex, smoking
status, and family history. To estimate the net predictive
performance of the adenoma attributes this model was
contrasted with the model including covariates alone and the
incremental Receiver operating characteristic-area under the
curve for the contrast was reported (Table 4).
Evaluation of the text parser’s performance. Two hundred
randomly selected pathology notes (for ‘‘lesion type’’)
or colonoscopy notes (for ‘‘indication’’) were manually
adjudicated by a pathologist (for ‘‘lesion type’’) or gastro-
enterologist (for ‘‘indication’’) who were blinded to the
machine calls. Cohen’s k for inter-rater agreement between
the machine calls and the expert calls was 0.94 (for ‘‘lesion
Type’’) and 0.99 (for ‘‘indication’’), suggesting good agree-
ment. The overall machine call rate was 98.1% (for ‘‘lesion
type’’) and 99.5% (for ‘‘indication’’).

RESULTS

A cohort encompassing 110,452 primary care patients 50þ
years old was assembled. There were 34,254 (31.0%)
subjects with 1 or more screening/surveillance colonoscopies.
In all, 8,619 subjects were excluded from the analysis as the
indication for their screening endoscopies also included
signs or symptoms of gastrointestinal pathology (iron defi-
ciency anemia, diarrhea, overt gastrointestinal blood loss,
etc.). Therefore, 25,635 (23.2%) subjects were included
with 1 or more screening/surveillance colonoscopies and
without concern for underlying gastrointestinal pathology
(Table 1). Women were 20% less likely than men to accept
colonoscopy. Per year of age, older subjects were 3.7% less
likely than younger subjects to accept colonoscopy. Subjects
with family history of cancer were 50% more likely to accept
colonoscopy than subjects who did not report such history.
Those with a medical history of diagnosed IBD were 2.5-fold
more likely to accept colonoscopy than those without
diagnosed IBD.

Clinical indications of colonoscopies performed. The
majority of the colonoscopies performed on cohort subjects
between their entry and exit dates were performed on
asymptomatic subjects for the purpose of CRC prevention
(i.e., the clinical indications of screening and surveillance). Of
those, 64.7% were indicated for screening (54.5% and 10.2%
average and elevated risk indications, respectively) and
35.3% for surveillance (Figure 1).

Time trends in prevention colonoscopy utilization. In
2004 the Gastroenterology Service Line at GHS opened
access to colonoscopy, enabling primary care providers
to order colonoscopies directly. This action resulted in a
1.8-fold increase in the total number of colonoscopies, from
707 in the first quarter of 2004 to 1,303 in the second quarter
of 2005 (Figure 2a, total colonoscopies line). Following this
period of rapid growth, the overall number of colonoscopies

Table 1 Population characteristics

Colonoscopy uptakea Odds ratio (95% CI low, high) P value

Yes No

Sex, n (row %)
Female 13,179 (21.6) 47,830 (78.4) 0.80 (0.77, 0.82) o0.0001
Male 12,456 (25.2) 36,987 (74.8) 1.00 (reference)

Mean age (s.d.) 62.7 (8.7) 66.5 (10.7) 0.96 (0.96, 0.97) o0.0001
Mean BMI (kg/m2)b (s.d.) 33.9 (7.2) 33.4 (7.6) 1.00 (0.99, 1.00) 0.8

FHx of cancerb n, (row %)
Yes 11,797 (29.1) 28,780 (70.9) 1.50 (1.49, 1.58) o0.0001
No 13,838 (19.8) 56,037 (80.2) 1.00 (reference)

IBDc n, (row %)
Yes 2,056 (41.2) 2,936 (58.8) 2.50 (2.30, 2.60) o0.0001
No 23,579 (22.4) 81,881 (77.6) 1.00 (reference)

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; CI, confidence interval; IBD, inflammatory bowel disease.
aSubjects deemed accepting if received Z1 colonoscopies in query period.
bFHx of cancer: Z1 first-degree or Z2 second-degree relatives with cancer at any site.
cHistory of diagnosed IBD.

Table 2 Adenoma detection rate and adenocarcinoma detection yield in
screening (baseline) and surveillance (follow-up) colonoscopies

Indication Number of colonoscopies (rate and
percentage of total in category)

Any
adenoma

Advanced
adenoma

ICRC Total in indication
category

Screening
(average risk)

3,048 (23.3) 2,001 (15.3) 100 (0.8) 13,087

Screening
(elevated risk)

542 (22.2) 356 (14.6) 17 (0.7) 2,436

Surveillance 2,890 (34.1) 1,890 (22.3) 110 (1.3) 8,472

Advanced adenoma: adenoma with Z1 risk attributes; any adenoma: any
adenoma (including tubular, sessile, or flat) with or without risk attributes; ICRC:
incident invasive colorectal adenocarcinoma.
Average risk screening was defined as a person who did not have symptoms or
had a family history of colorectal cancer in only one first-degree relative older
than 60 years of age. Elevated risk screening was defined as an asymptomatic
person who had a family history of one first-degree relative diagnosed with
colorectal cancer at age 60 years or younger or who had two first-degree
relatives diagnosed with colorectal cancer at any age.
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for this cohort stabilized with minor fluctuation around a mean
of 1,152 procedures per quarter.

Surveillance colonoscopies have increased threefold
relative to newcomer screenings. While in the first quarter of
2005 there were 3 screening colonoscopies per every 1
surveillance colonoscopy, this ratio decreased to 1:1 in 2010
(Figure 2a, screening/surveillance line). The proportion of
prevention to total was remarkably stable at 72% over time
(Figure 2a, prevention/total line).

ADR according to clinical indication. The ADR was 1.5-
fold higher in surveillance colonoscopies (34%; Table 2)
compared with screening colonoscopies (23%). The adeno-
carcinoma detection yield was 1.6-fold higher in surveillance
colonoscopies (1.3%) compared with screening colonosco-
pies (0.8%).

Association of baseline adenoma attributes with recur-
rent adenoma and invasive colorectal adenocarcinoma.
We performed multivariate analysis to estimate effect
magnitudes of baseline adenoma attributes on the risk of
adenoma recurrence and CRC, adjusting for age, sex,
smoking status and family history of adenoma or CRC. All
4 attributes were significantly associated (Table 3) with the
risk of adenoma recurrence and invasive colorectal

adenocarcinoma. Effect sizes were larger toward the more
severe outcomes. Among the 4 attributes, high-grade
dysplasia had the strongest effects overall. Notably, the
effect of ‘‘size’’ vanished when ‘‘villous morphology’’ was
included in the same model, suggesting that these two
predictors are not independent of each other.

We evaluated the net predictive performance of the 4
baseline adenoma attributes using receiver operating char-
acteristic-area under the curve analysis (Table 4). The 4
attributes significantly increased the probability of correctly
predicting CRC (i.e., the predictive performance) by a net gain
of 22.8%. Gains in performance were also noted for predicting
advanced adenoma (13.6%) and any recurrent adenoma
(9.6%).

DISCUSSION

Colorectal cancer screening and prevention has been a focus
in the United States. The screening guidelines initially
included fecal occult blood testing, proctoscope, flexible
sigmoidoscopy, and colonoscopy. In keeping with an
increased awareness of colorectal cancer prevention, the
Healthy Person 2010 initiative targeted a screening exam rate
of 50% of adults 450 years in the United States. This includes
all the modalities listed above except proctoscopy. Owing

Table 3 Effects of baseline adenoma attributes on the odds of adenoma recurrence, development of an advanced adenoma, or incident invasive colorectal
adenocarcinomaa

Predictor Grouped as Most advanced lesion in follow-up
Odds ratio (95% CI low, high; P value)

Any adenoma
N¼537/3,300

Advanced adenoma
N¼ 354/3,300

ICRC
N¼ 14/3,300

Number of adenomas Z3 vs. 1 or 2 1.8 (1.5, 2.2; o0.0001) 2.4 (1.9, 3.0; o0.0001) 4.3 (1.4, 12.9; 0.01)
Size Z10 mm vs. 1–9 3.1 (2.5, 3.8; o0.0001) 3.6 (2.8, 4.5; o0.0001) 5.2 (1.8, 15.1; 0.03)
High-grade dysplasia Present vs. absent 3.9 (2.1, 7.4; o0.0001) 4.3 (2.2, 8.4; o0.0001) 13.2 (2.8, 62.1; 0.001)
Villous morphology Present vs. absent 2.7 (2.2, 3.4; o0.0001) 3.7 (2.9, 4.7; o0.0001) 7.4 (2.5, 21.5; 0.01)

Abbreviations: ICRC, incident invasive colorectal adenocarcinoma.
Advanced adenoma: adenoma with Z1 risk attributes. Risk attributes were defined at namely the number (Z3) and size (Z10 mm) of adenomas, and the presence of
high-grade dysplasia or villous morphology; any adenoma: any adenoma (including tubular, sessile, or flat) with or without risk attributes; ICRC, incident invasive
colorectal adenocarcinoma.
aAnalysis adjusted for age, sex, smoking status, and family history of CRC.

Table 4 Predictive performance of baseline adenoma attributes for predicting adenoma recurrence and invasive colorectal adenocarcinoma

Any recurrent adenoma, N¼ 537/3,300 ROC-AUC (P value)

Advanced adenoma, N¼ 354/3,300 ICRCN¼ 14/3,300

A. Covariates onlya 59.4% (o0.0001) 58.6% (o0.0001) 65.5% (0.03)
B. Covariates and attributesa 69.0% (o0.0001) 72.2% (o0.0001) 88.3% (o0.0001)
Net gainb 9.6% (o0.0001) 13.6% (o0.0001) 22.8% (o0.0001)

Abbreviations: ICRC, invasive colorectal cancer; ROC-AUC, receiver operating characteristic-area under the curve.
Any recurrent adenoma: any adenoma (including tubular, sessile, or flat) with or without risk attributes.
Attributes: Advanced adenoma: adenoma with Z1 risk attributes. Risk attributes were defined at namely the number (Z3) and size (Z10 mm) of adenomas, and the
presence of high-grade dysplasia or villous morphology.
Covariates include age, sex, smoking status, and family history of colorectal cancer.
aContrasted with the null model (i.e., the non-discrimination line).
bModel B contrasted with Model A.
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to the lower socioeconomic status of our patients, we believe
that fecal occult blood testing is used more frequently
in our patient population. For example, during this time period,
many of our patients (48,000; B7%) had fecal occult blood
testing (data not shown) as a method of colorectal cancer
screening. Although this accounts for a screening rate
of 30.5%, this cohort excluded patients who presented to a
specialist for a screening exam and also excluded patients
who had any gastrointestinal symptoms. When you include
patients 50 years or older in our study who had colonoscopic
examinations for this indication, the effective colorectal
cancer screening rate in our patient population is 38.3%.

Yet, Xu et al.27 demonstrated that the actual rate of
colonoscopic screening examinations ranged from 37.8 to
75.7% of the surveyed population of the United States and
territories around 2010, the time around which our study
concluded. This disparity is reiterated in a 2006 study by
Higgins et al.,28 where disabled Medicare beneficiaries in a
family practice setting had a screening rate of 34% as
compared with a screening rate of 68% in higher income
Medicare beneficiaries receiving care from an internal
medicine physician. As our patient population consists of
primary older Medicare patients with a lower socioeconomic
status, this study helps us to appreciate ‘‘real-world’’ experi-
ence in colonoscopy screening programs.

We described a time trend in colonoscopy utilization
that reveals a shift toward more numerous surveillance
re-examinations and fewer newcomer screenings. We
observed a threefold expansion in the rate of surveillance
colonoscopies relative to newcomer screening colonoscopies

between 2005 and 2010. This trend, which has been noted
by others,5,21,29–31 may be the result of maturation of the
prevention program over time, whereby the program becomes
gradually more occupied with post polypectomy surveillance
procedures arising in the wake of large screening campaigns
such as the one launched in our clinics in 2004. We also
considered capacity constraints as a possible explanation,
whereby surveillance procedures might outcompete new-
comer screenings in the appointments queue. However,
a review of capacity data in our health system revealed
no evidence of such capacity shortages. On the contrary,
during this time period, a monthly review of endoscopy
slots for colonoscopy were filled at a steady state of 77%, and
free slots were available throughout the period (data not
shown).

The ADR is a commonly used quality metric for colono-
scopy.32–34 In most studies the risk of interval CRC is related
inversely to the ADR.34 In keeping with these previous
findings and with established guidelines where it is suggested
that a provider maintain an ADR of 420% for high-quality
screening colonoscopies,35 our ADR in screening colono-
scopies was 23%. There are fewer data in the literature on
ADR standards for high-quality surveillance exams. One
study has suggested an ADR of 37%, although the sample
size was smaller.36 The surveillance colonoscopies ADR
estimation of 34% in this study gives providers a provisory
benchmark of differences in ADR between screening and
surveillance colonoscopies.

This study provides further evidence to support the use of
number, size, grade of dysplasia, and presence of villous

Figure 2 Trends over time in colonoscopy utilization. (a) Key metrics for monitoring colonoscopy utilization by fiscal year quarter. Total colonoscopies represents the
number of procedures performed per quarter for all indications and denoted by the red line (number of exams is on the right axis of the graph). The ratio of screening/
surveillance examinations performed by quarter is noted by the blue line. The ratio of screening and surveillance colonoscopies performed to the total colonoscopies
performed (including for symptoms) is noted by the green line. (b) Percentage of total colonoscopies per fiscal year quarter for indications as noted in the key
(signs and symptoms, average risk screening, elevated risk screening, inflammatory bowel disease, and surveillance). Average risk screening was defined as a person
who did not have symptoms, or had a family history of colorectal cancer in only 1 first-degree relative older than 60 years of age. Elevated risk screening was defined
as an asymptomatic person who had a family history of 1 first-degree relative diagnosed with colorectal cancer at age 60 years or younger or who had 2 first-degree relatives
diagnosed with colorectal cancer at any age. Screening examination was defined as a person who had a baseline colonoscopy with pathology dictating a recall colonoscopy.
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features as predictors of future adenoma recurrence and
CRC risk. These attributes are relatively simple to ascertain
and provide substantial predictive power and should be
included routinely in the triage of post polypectomy patients
to determine the appropriate surveillance interval, as recom-
mended in practice guidelines.

In agreement with prior literature summarized in
meta analyses,2,5,17,37 the odds ratios for the 4 predictive
baseline adenoma attributes estimated in this study are
consistent with very substantial effects. These estimates
stress the importance of surveillance colonoscopy for
mitigating excess risk of colorectal cancer in post polypect-
omy patients who had high-risk findings on screening
examination.2,38 There have been differing opinions voiced
in the literature with regard to what constitutes an appropriate
time interval for surveillance re-examination, with the recent
combining of efforts of the United States Multi-Society Task
Force (American College of Gastroenterology, American
Gastroenterological Association, and the American Society
for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy) and the American Cancer
Society with surveillance recommendations stated pre-
viously.2 The United States Preventive Services Task
Force does not have a surveillance guideline recommenda-
tion. The European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy
has similar guidelines except individuals with a low-risk lesion
(1–2 small tubular adenomas with low-grade dysplasia)
have a recall examination in 10 years. Small serrated lesions
also fall into the low-risk classification, with a 10-year recall.39

Under the United Kingdom guidelines, individuals who
are high risk (Z5 small adenoma, or Z3 adenomas, with at
least 1 being 410 mm) have a single clearing examination.
These guidelines also make no special exceptions for
individuals with high-grade dysplasia or villous architecture
on pathology, with either no surveillance or a 5-year interval
follow-up.40 Shorter surveillance intervals can lead to over-
utilization,30 whereas longer intervals may expose some
patients to unacceptable levels of risk.41 The evidence-based
practice guideline for post polypectomy surveillance has
attempted to reconcile these conflicting constraints by
adjusting the length of the surveillance interval based on
attributes of the baseline lesions.17,42,43 Our study reinforces
this rationale and adds confirmatory evidence to its underlying
knowledge base. Our results highlight the importance of
surveillance colonoscopies for mitigation of CRC risk in
patients post polypectomy and at the same time support the
risk stratification strategy recommended by current practice
guidelines.

Despite its strengths (a relatively large sample, nested in a
primary care population), our study suffers from several
limitations. (1) The electronic records we reviewed spanned a
period of 7.25 years (with an 8-year look-back period). This
combined review and look-back period captured repeat
screenings carried out in many average-risk subjects
(10-year interval), but not all patients with a later entry into
the cohort. (2) In addition, if an individual did not have
an encounter in the EHR over a period of 365 days, they
were dropped from the study. Although this occurred in a
small number of patients, this may have excluded a healthy
patient who did not have frequent visits to our health system
despite being complaint with the colonoscopy recall program.

This limitation is also mitigated by the 8-year look-back
period. (3) Neither providers nor patients were blinded in this
study to the presence of adenoma risk attributes at baseline
and this information is likely to have influenced both the
provider’s management recommendations and the patient’s
adherence. This difficult-to-tease-out form of confounding
by indication, which can lead to differential ascertainment
of post polypectomy adenoma outcomes in subjects with
high-risk baseline adenomas may have resulted in inflated
estimates.

In conclusion, this study provides further evidence to
support the use of number, size, grade of dysplasia, and
presence of villous features as predictors of future adenoma
recurrence and CRC risk. This study is also unique in
that it follows a non-urban cohort in large numbers and
provides valuable knowledge for a rather unstudied popula-
tion not only for the need for expanded screening but also
importance of adherence to appropriate surveillance intervals.
As a focus of a national strategy for the early detection and
prevention of colorectal cancer, defining colonoscopy as a
program rather than an individual procedure with systems and
community engagement is necessary to overcome ongoing
barriers to screening affecting rural populations including
lower income and educational levels, need for transportation,
scheduling impediments (blue collar or agricultural work
responsibilities), and insurance or out-of-pocket cost con-
cerns, particularly with growing non-English-speaking popula-
tions in many parts of the country including Pennsylvania.
High-quality programs focused on decreasing polyp miss
rates and interval cancers by focusing on performance
metrics, providing experienced physician, and gastrointestinal
endoscopy teams, with timely communication of results and
optimal patient satisfaction would also help achieve incre-
mental gains in reducing the incidence and mortality of
colorectal cancer regardless of patient demographic or
location.
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Study Highlights

WHAT IS CURRENT KNOWLEDGE

| The risk of recurrent adenoma and colorectal cancer is
greatly increased if the baseline adenomas display one or
more of the following high-risk attributes: (i) numberZ3; (ii)
size Z10 mm; (iii) high-grade dysplasia; or (iv) villous
features.

| The recommended surveillance interval for management
of post polypectomy patients relies on the predictive
performance of the adenoma attributes listed above.

| However, there is considerable variation between
estimates in different populations and data are few on the
risk in non-urban primary care population

WHAT IS NEW HERE

| The risk of developing invasive colorectal cancer was:
J 4.3-fold higher if the number of adenomas at baseline

was Z3
J 5.2-fold higher if a baseline adenoma was Z10 mm in

size
J 13.2-fold higher if a baseline adenoma had high-grade

dysplasia; and
J 7.4-fold higher if a baseline adenoma had villous

features.

| Adenoma size and villous morphology were not indepen-
dent (i.e., were collinear) factors when included together in
multivariate models for the risk of developing invasive
colorectal cancer.

| The bundle of four attributes (number of adenomas at
baseline Z3, baseline adenoma Z10 mm in size, baseline
adenoma with high-grade dysplasia, and baseline
adenoma with villous features) added an increment
(22.8%; Po0.0001) to the area under the ROC curve for
predicting CRC compared with risk factors alone. Although
this is a statistically significant finding, this will need to be
verified with larger studies.

| There was a threefold increase in surveillance colono-
scopy utilization relative to screening from 2005 to 2011.

| The ADR of surveillance (34.1%) was 1.5-fold higher than
that of screening (23.1%).
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